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1 Introduction

1.1 General
CertifHy’s mission is to advance and facilitate the production, procurement, and use of hydrogen fulfilling ambitious environmental criteria in order to protect the climate and improve the living conditions of humankind.

CertifHy wants to contribute to and promote an environmentally, socially and economically sustainable production of hydrogen in all uses including energy, mobility, chemical conversion, etc.

1.2 CertifHy Scheme
CertifHy is a European Certification Scheme for hydrogen fulfilling specific criteria that sets out statements and principles regarding the operation of the scheme. It covers the entire upstream supply chain to the production device exit gate at defined quality. The scheme is continuously reviewed and improved by means of a multi-stakeholder dialogue.

The core features of the scheme are openness, reliability, integrity, quality and transparency. Those values are the fundamentals of CertifHy’s relationship with its Stakeholders.

The scheme is complemented by Procedure documents (P), which further provide detailed descriptions of the procedures.

1.3 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to specify the procedure of the GO cancellation in the CertifHy Registry.

This Procedure document “P1.3 GO cancellation” is a subsidiary document to the CertifHy Scheme. References to the Scheme are made in the following chapters:

- Section 7.3 Cancellation Statement
2 Definitions

For a common understanding of the terminology used in the CertifHy documents, definitions and terms are outlined and explained in the CertifHy scheme section 5.

In case this document uses further terminologies not specified in section 5 of the scheme, they are explained in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The process of the GO cancellation is triggered by the respective GO owner through a cancellation request, including information about the claim for which the GO is being used for. The Issuing Body may check completeness, purpose and alignment of the cancellation request with CertifHy principles.

The commercial part of this cancellation is outside CertifHy perimeters.
4 Procedure steps

Process trigger
The initiating process of the GO cancellation can only be done by the owner of the GO (Account Holder) or any other duly authorised person of the owner of the GO.

Commercial settlement - if any - between the cancelling Account Holder and a possible third party (customer) is in the sole responsibility of the two parties.

Requesting a cancellation
The GO owner or a duly authorised person can request online for the cancellation of the GO. The cancellation request has to be submitted to the Issuing Body. The owner is obliged to provide specific information, which is outlined in Annex 1.

The request shall be completed preferably in English or in a common EU language such as German, French and Spanish. Required documents in any other language must be officially and legally translated.

GO Cancellation decision
Where a request has been submitted by the owner for GO cancellation, the Issuing Body may decide to either

(a) give clearance for GO cancellation and automatically cancel the GO in the Registry; or
(b) claim for rework of the GO cancellation request and ask the owner to check for completeness and accuracy of the required information; or
(c) dismiss the GO cancellation and inform the owner accordingly.

Upon GO cancellation (a), the GO owner will be able to request a Cancellation Statement. Information about the content of the statement can be found in the CertifHy Scheme in “Section 7.3. Cancellation Statement”.

Where a GO cancellation (a) has been successful, a GO cannot be trade-transferred to other accounts anymore.
Annex

Annex 1: Cancellation information

Certificate Cancellation

Selected certificate amount: 1930
Amount of certificates to Cancel: *
Country of Consumption: Finland *
Name of Beneficiary: *
Location of beneficiary: *
Usage Category: * - Select -
Consumption Period Start: YYYY-MM-DD *
Consumption Period End: YYYY-MM-DD *
Type of beneficiary: * - Select -
Cancellation Purpose: *

Note: Fields marked with an asterisk are mandatory